
ONGOING TRAINING 

RESOURCES: 
The “Why” of Ongoing Training 

 
Times change, people change, consumer behavior changes, technology changes…. 

 

While there has never been more information or better tools for salespeople to use than there is today, those advantages 

come with a price: It’s a constant battle to stay current on new developments and ideas. And, if you want to get ahead 

of your competition, it’s even more of a challenge. For the next three issues, we’ll be looking at the steps our Dealer 

Panel takes to keep up and pull ahead when it comes to ongoing education and resources. 

 
AutoSuccess: What importance do you put on ongoing education, both for you and your team? 

 

Chris Saraceno, VP and Partner of Kelly Automotive Group: It’s one of our core values and a guiding principle. One of the 

things we talk about within Kelly is continuous improvement. We believe that, without ongoing education, an 

organization will only fall behind. At Kelly, we maintain our own training programs, and we have partnered with some 

vendors that help with education, as well as the OEM product training. We work with David Lewis & Associates 

Training Center. We send people to them for leadership classes, sales training and customer service training. We also 

allow our GMs to have the authority to undertake any additional training they’d like. For example, our Nissan store 

likes to work with the Cardone Group, in addition to David Lewis & Associates Training Center. 

 

For myself and the partners, we all attend two or three conferences a year, and we’re always reading blogs and 

automotive trade journals. Dealer Elite is one of the blogs we follow, and our favorite trade journal is AutoSuccess, to 

keep up to date on what’s going on. 

 

Andrew DiFeo, GM of Hyundai of St. Augustine: We make it a huge priority for the company. You can’t stop innovating, 

learning and adapting to the new way of business, the new way consumers shop, the new way they buy…. We place a 

high importance on the customer experience at our dealership, so as we meet and exceed those expectations, those 

expectations continue to rise. We have to continuously get better at what we do if we want to exceed their expectations 

the next time they do business with us. 

 

Marsh Buice, Sales Manager of Mark Dodge Chrysler Jeep: It’s as important as breathing. Education is not a destination 

— it’s a journey that never ends. I make it a point to stay curious because if I’m always curious, I’ll forever be learning. 

I’m always amazed how many managers stress learning, and yet they don’t set the example. If it’s important to you, 

then it’ll be important to them. 

 

Danny Benites, GM of Greg Lair Buick-GMC: Zig Ziglar says that the only thing worse than training employees and 

losing them is to not train them and keep them. At our dealership, ongoing education is a requirement, not a suggestion. 

Setting up a consistent training regimen for new hires is relatively easy. Having a structured, ongoing training process 

requires constant focus and accountability. As managers and dealers, we also have to remember that ongoing training 

isn’t exclusive to salespeople. As for me, there is no one in the store who spends more time training than I do. It is my 

responsibility to stay on top of our ever-changing business. I can’t train what I don’t know. We lead by example. 

 
AS: What do you look for when deciding on where to spend your time with ongoing education? What makes for an 

effective tool for your dealership? 

 

CS: We always look through the processes and the key concepts of what trainers are teaching in the curriculum. We 

want to make sure that their values and what they’re teaching are in alignment with the values of what we’re teaching 

on a daily basis within the Kelly Automotive Group. That’s why we choose specific companies to work with. 

Typically, Greg Kelly and I will meet with the owners of the company doing the training, look at the curriculum they’re 

teaching and attend one of the workshops ourselves before we send anybody to any of the classes. Greg Kelly and I are 

actively involved with whom we’re going to invest our money on the educational platform, and send our team members 

to train with. 

 

AD: We have goals and objectives for all departments in the dealership. Depending on where we’re deficient in 

meeting those goals, that what we align our training objectives with. We also use the manufacturer’s sales and service 



survey as a diagnostic tool and, if we are below any of the standards in any one particular question or area, those also 

become topics for our training. We also like to train on any new technologies, marketing or advertising that we’re 

installing in the dealership. We want to make sure everyone’s trained on those — what we’re doing and why we’re 

doing it, and how to interact with the customer with those different tools or technology we’ve put into place. 

 

MB: I start my day reading. I read a minimum of 30 minutes per day; often, I’ll read while on the treadmill or I’ll listen 

to audiobooks if I’m lifting weights, running on the road or driving. I try to find slivers of moments to read, too — I’ll 

crack open the Kindle app on my phone and read while standing in line at the grocery store. 

 

DB: For us, research is the key. I want to make sure that the resource we are considering is aligned with our processes. 

It has to “pass the test” before we decide to make it a part of our ongoing education. Will their instruction fit into our 

culture? It’s hard enough keeping a good culture and consistent processes without conflicting messages being sent out 

by the very products we are purchasing. Also, I always make sure that fresh content is being added regularly. If not 

monitored, training providers will become complacent about adding content and the product will become stale and 

much less effective. 

 

Next month, we’ll take a look at how our dealers integrate ongoing education into their staff’s daily schedules, and the 

formats they’ve found work best in their training efforts. 

 
If you have questions or are a dealer who would like to be considered for the panel, please contact us at 

thepanel@autosuccessonline.com. 


